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6. THE ROMANISATION OF KHMER

In 1943, the Royal Government of Cambodia and the French Governor of

Cambodia embarked on the romanisation of Khmer, The system was devised by Georges

Coedes and the Ministry of Education was in charge of implementing it. In an

interview with the Kambuja newspaper the Minister of Education stated as follows:

- Romanisation would bring progress in the domain of Cambodian liter-

ature and arts in general.

- The need for the progress of Cambodia required it.

- Romanisation facilitated reading, writing and learning. It saved

twice the time required with the old and traditional script. It

gave correct spelling and pronunciation and it can get rid of

irregularity in the grammar. It brought a lot of help in coining

or borrowing new terms into Khmer.

- printing and making Cambodian typewriters were the most beneficial

in the romanisation of Khmer.

The Cambodian romanised alphabet was composed of 26 letters and a group of

diacritic symbols for short and long vowels, with some punctuation marks borrowed

from French. I will not discuss the linguistic side of Khmer romanisation. It

is outside the scope of this paper. The writing system can be summarised by a

few points:

- Proper nouns were written as they were in French.

- Words borrowed from Pali and Sanksrit were Khmerised in script as

well as in pronunciation. They were transcribed according to the

popular speech, and there was no account of any etymology.

- Any irregularity in spelling and pronunciation was to be corrected

and standardised.

- Consonants in a syllable-final position which were not pronounced

were dropped.

- Exceptions were made to distinguish homonyms.

The Kambuja newspaper was the medium of this writing system. From September

1943 to early 1945, this newspaper covered one tenth of its pages with news from

overseas, local advertisements and government notices in romanised Khmer.

The Ministry of Education had established a textbook committee, as noted

above. Textbooks in romanised Khmer were published and used in monastery schools

in place of the old textbooks. The Royal Government issued a decree in 1943 to

legalise the use of romanised Khmer in the local administration. The birth

certificate was one example of its use. Under the auspices of the French governor,

a committee was set up to compile a romanised Khmer dictionary. It was published

in 1944 and used as reference in the local administration and in schools. It was

a romanised Khmer version of the latest edition of the Cambodian dictionary pub-

lished at that time.

6. Kambuja, 28 September 1943.

7. Kambuja, 14 April 1944.
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According to the opinion of the Minister of Education, it seemed that the
romanisation of Khmer was a great success and very well accepted by Cambodians
of every walk of life. But in fact only about two-fifths of Cambodians ever
used it. A large proportion of the people was not enthusiastic or strongly
opposed it but they were also not vocal. They were religious leaders and members
of the nationalist group which were against the French occupation of Cambodia.
Romanisation had not been introduced to public schools.

Romanisation and the use of the Gregorian calendar 8 were the two most hurt-
ful reforms that affected the majority of Cambodians. The aspiration for inde-
pendence and the wish to rally the local people to support its cause led the pro-
Japanese government of Cambodia to abrogate these two reforms in July 1945.

The failure of the Cambodian romanisation was due to the lack of interest
or hostility of the French-educated Cambodians, the religious group and the people
in the countryside. The disputes in 1924 between the conservatives and the reno-
vators in the adoption of a Cambodian writing system for the Cambodian Dictionary,
and in the early 1930s about the translation of the daily religious prayers from
Pali into Khmer and its use in the monastery highlighted how conservative they
were and how strong was their opposition. The Cambodian script was considered
sacred. It was widely used to transcribe the holy texts of Buddhism and in
making amulets not only in Cambodia but also in the neighbouring countries. The
majority of Cambodians did not understand that romanisation of Khmer was only a
reform of the script. They saw it as an attempt to eradicate the Khmer language
and destroy the culture and heritage of their ancestors. From 1941 to the end
of the Second World War, Cambodia was politically insecure. Social and economic
conditions of the country were in disarray. in short, the time was not favour-
able, and the campaign was limited in scope and publicity. It would have been
surprising for the romanisation of Khmer to be successful at that time.

A less well-known reform of the Cambodian writing was proposed by venerable
Ouk chea. He called it Aksar Chneah Lok, victory script of the world. This
system of writing was to simplify the traditional way of writing consonant clus-
ters and vowel symbols. Consonant clusters, consonant underscripts and vowels
were arranged on the sane line as the English system of writing. Its aim was
also to reduce the number of keys in the manufacturing of a Cambodian typewriter.

7. MODERN KHMER UNDER THE JAPANESE OCCUPATION

The presence of the Japanese forces in Cambodia from 1941 to 1944 did not
affect the language policy of the Cambodian government because France was still
in control of Cambodia. But the seven month government backed by the Japanese
in 1945 restored the use of Khmer script in its traditional form. The aim of
the government was to use Khmer as language of instruction and to make some
reforms in the public system of education. But it was not possible because there
was a shortage of materials and qualified staff to carry out the work. French
was still the language of instruction in public schools. A Japanese language
course was offered in the evening to the public and to Cambodians who joined the
Japanese forces.

The romanisation of Khmer was not revived by the French government when
they took control over Cambodia again. The Indochina peninsula was insecure and
tension between French rulers and the local people was high. Cambodia got self-
rule in 1946 and became a member of the 'Union Francaise 1

. This brought new
interest in primary and secondary education, and a concern for developing literacy
in Khmer.

8. Reddi 1970:74-75.
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